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Abstract. It is shown that the problem whether an effectively given deterministic m-context-free 
language is in the family of all closures of deterministic context-free languages is decidable. 
1. Introductio 
An o-language is a set of infinite sequences over some alphabet. Previously 
r,)-lnnguag YS have mainly been studied in connection with finite automata (see 
BiichS 111, McNaughton Ill], Trakhtenbrot and Barzdin 1121, Landweber [8], 
Choueka [2j and Eilenberg [6]). It is natural to ask how such a theory can be 
generalized for other II -;;zchines and families of languages in the Chomsky hierarchy. 
&anguages associated with pusi&wn utomata were investigated in the papers 
Linna [9] and [IO] and independent], 11 IT Cohen and Gold [3], [;S] and (51. For 
example it can be shown that the family of W-PDA languages is the w-Kleene 
Closure of context-free languages (see 131). This characterization generalizes an 
analogous result by McNaughton [I l] concerning the family of w-regular lan- 
guages. 
In the present work we consider o-languages associated with deterministic 
o-DPDA languages. 
follow,ng o,qen question proposed Ly Cohen a 
ative answer to tfac 




Let V be a finite nonempty a@habet, By V* (resp. Y”) we denote the set of all 
finite (resp. infinite) sequences of letters of V. he elements of V* (rev VW) are 
called words (resp. w-wopds). By definitioc, ‘V* contains the empty word A. The 
lerpth of the word P E V* is denoted by 1 PI. By definition, 1 A I= 0. A language 
n o-language) is any subset of V* (resp. V‘*). For languages L, and 
denotes the catenation of L, and La and L T is the catenation closure of Lt. 
The empty set is denoted by $9 and the power set of the set S by 2’. The set 
theoretical operations of union, intersection, complement and difference are 
denoted, respectively, by U ) n , - and - . Moreover, c (resp. C ) means the (resp. 
proper) set inclusion. The cardinality of any set S is denoted by #S. 
A word PI E V’ is callled an initial subword of an element Pz E V* U VU, 
denoted by P, s P2, if and only if (iff) there is an element P, E V* U V” such that 
P2 = PIP?. IIf P3 # A, then PI is termed a proper initial subword of Pz which is 
denoted bvd PI < P,. By Init( I’ E V* U V”, we mean the set of all initial 
subwords of P. 
Let L C V*. We define two w-languages lilm L and L” as follows: 
lim L = {P E V” 1 P = PIP2 l u . Pi l l l , .PIPZ l l 9 Pi E L for all i 3 l}, 
Lw= {p E V” f ID = PIP2 - 0 4 IDi l l = , Pi E L for all i 2 1). 
A determrnistic pushdown automaton (DPDA) is a 6-tuple Iha = 
(S, VI, V&f, so, zo), where S is a nonemtpy set of states, Cl; and Vz are two finite 
alphabets, the input alphabet and the pushdown alphabet, so E S is) the initial state, 
zoE Vz is the initiaZ pushdown letter and f is a partial function from S X 
(vi u(h})x vz to s x Vz and for any s E S and z E V., if f(s, A, z) is defined, 
then f(s, a, z) is undefined for all a E V’. 
A co$guraiiofi c = (s, 4)) is an element of S x V$ and describes the state and 
stack content of the machine at some instant. The m.ode of a configuration 
), denoted by mode(c), is the pair (s, a) if Q = ‘z for some Q’ E VZ and 
z E Vz or (s, A ) if = A. Thus the mode describes the state and top pushdown 
t ( c i of a configuration c is the length of the pushdown store. 
s, a, z ST, 
a = h, it is called a A -mo21e, A finite sequence of moves 
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computation, and for P = ala2 l l 9 a,,+, (2) is called a P-computation and is 
abbreviated by C = c1c2 l l l c,, OI- in short cl -+‘* c,. The notation cl +‘+ c, means 
that the length of the computation is at least one. The computation c, -3 c, is 
wri;t,enascr~(P)c,(orc,~c,)ifIclI~)ciIforeachi=1,...,n.LctC’=c:c,*~~c, 
and C’= c:c:**. CA be two computations such that c, = c ‘1. Then the composition 
oi! C and C’ is tiefined as CC’ = cl l l l c& l l l c :,. 
An infinite sequence of moves is called an w-computation. For an w-computation 
Q- = clcl. 0 l c, l l . , define 
In(C) = (s E S 1 s 
t F c S and 9 C 2’. 
= s,, for infinitely many n}. 
nition 2.1. The o-computation C = cOcl l l l c, l l l is successful (with respect to 
F) iff the following three conditions are satisfied: 
0 i co = (so, zo); 
(ii) In(C) R F# 8; 
(iii) a, # A for infinitely many n. 
Furthermorf-•, c“ is strictly successful (with respect to 9) if the condition (ii) above 
can be replaced by 
(ii)’ In(C) E 3. 
The o-languages L&W, F) and L,,(M, 9) are defined as follows: 
L, (h/p, F) = {P E Vy 1 the P-computation is successful}, 
L,(M, 9) = {P E VY 1 the P-computation is strictly successful}. 
The corresponding two families of s-languages accepted by DP A’s zre denoted 
by 9”, and 9$, respectively. Note that in Cohen and Gold [5] the family 9”,* is 
yalled the family of deterministic ti-CFL’s and the family 9: is denoted by 
A2-DPDL,. 
,*\ DPDA M is said to be loop-free if for every P E V(;, there is a 
P-computation starting from the initial configuration. 
tio 
for any rule f(s, 
is said to be in normal for.we if it is (i) loop-free and (ii 
I 2 6 . 
We now recall some results f.jf Landweber [8] concerning o-regular languages. 
They can be stated as follows (see Linna [IO]). 
For each o-regukr language L the folbwing three conditions are 
P&PT)*P;‘C L (3) 
and 
P,(PzP:)” n L =% (4) 
In this paper we generalize this theorem for deterministic pushdown automata 
and prove 
For each L E&f the following four co,tzditions are equivalent: 
(i) I; E 9:; 
(ii) L = Grn L1 for some fXF-kzqpnge L,; 
(iii) L =z lim Lz for some kqpage Lz; 
(iv) Tkre me no words Pi E Vf, i = 1, . . . ,5, S&I that 
2.7, Let L be an w-rqular language. If’ some words Pi, PS and PS satisfy 
the conditions (3) and the words PI = :, P* = Pi, P, = $ and P4 = P5 = A 
(6), because th left hand side (5) (resp. (6)) is 
side of (3) (resp. (4)). 
e?xe of the conditior 
the defi G&XI of 9;. 
(ii) in TZzeorem 2.6 follows 
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. Assume that the conditions (5) and (6) hold for some words Pi, i = 1,. . . ,5, 
hat L = lim L 1. Since P,&PYE there is a word 
1 E V’ such that R, E L,. Clearly : E L3 for some 
word R f. Since QJ? :P&‘E L, there is a word R2 65 V’ such that RZ < P,P,” and 
: RZ E L1. Again let R: be some word such that &R 1 E L3. Continuing in 
n it can be verified that there are sequences of words ( 
1, RiR: E L3 and L, contains each word Qi, where Q1 is as above and 
:-1Ri for all i 22. 
Let Q = lim{Qi 1 i 3 1). Then Q E PILT and so Q e L which is a contradiction. 0 
Let M = (S, VI, so, zo) be a DPDA in normal form and F G 2’. In the whole 
section denote #(S X V’) = d and e = d2 + d + 1. 
Let Cl c~_*~*c~ be a P-computation. The state sets st(C) and 
St*(C) determined by C are defined as 
st(C)[st*(C)] = {s E S 1 there exist words PI, P2 E VT such that PIP2 = P and 
c,P’+((S,Q) --%* c2[c, -A* (s, Q) --%* c2] for some Q E V%}. 
Let T c S and F E V;“.. We now define recursively two subsets, denoted by L k(P) 
and L’XP), of Init which will often be needed in the following. Let cocl l l l be 
the P-computation. Define the set {mi 1 j 2 0) of nonnegative integers as follows: 
0 i mo=O; 
(ii) For each j 3 1, consider the shortest initial subcomputation of P of the form 
CO ’ ’ l cttlj-, l ’ l cb t ck, ’ ’ ’ t Ckd+l 
where 1 ckul = 1 ck, 1 = l l 0 = I ckd+* I and st(&, cki+,) = T for each i = 0, . . . , d. Let UZj = 
k d+l* 
L G(P) = {P’ E Init ) P’ is the label of the computation co 0 l 6 c,~ for some j 2 I}. 
The configurations cmj, j 2 1, are called final with re 
of I? 
The set {riij 1 j 2 0) of non-negative integers is 
or eac”l j 3 1, consider t e shortest initial su 
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~!xp) = (P* E hit(P) 1 P’ is the label of the computation CO * l l c&, for some j .z= I). 
The configurations c& ,P j 3 1, are called final with respect to L ‘%P) in the compute- 
tion of P. 
Moreover, let 
L*(P) = i# k(P) w U(P), 
and 
Lemma 3.3. For a DPDA M and 9 E 2’, LJM, 9) = lim LM iff L,Qbf.. 
for SOIM language L1 if there are no WO& Pi E V ?, i = 1, . . . $5, which satisfy the 
conditions (5) and (6). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, we may assume that A4 is in normal form. First we shall 
show that LJM, 9) C Iim LM. 
Let P E .&,,(113,9). Then P E LJM,{T}) for some T E Consider the P- 
comptuiation cOcl . l l cn . l l , where co = (sn, za) is the initial configuration and 
c,, = (s,,, 0,) for each n 2 0, Let k 30 be the least integer such that sn E T for all 
n 2 k. We have two possibilities. There is an infinite sequence of integers ni, i a 1, 
k C nl < n2 < .. l , such that either cn, = c,,, = l . l = cm4 = l . - or for each i 3 I, 
1 c,,, 1 c 1 ci 1 for each j > ni. Since every state of T occurs infinitely many times in the 
P-computation, the integers Mi in both cases can be chosen such that for each i 3 1, 
st(c,, 9 l l cn,+J = ?1 Thus the inductive step (ii) in the definition of L+(P) or, 
respectively, in the definition of L’;(P) is possible infinitely many times. This 
implies that either L k(P) or L:(P) is infinite. Hence P E lim L+., and so 
Next we prove that if the above inclusion is proper, then there are words 
Pi E VT, i = 1 , . . . ,5, which satisfy the conditions (5) and (6). By (7) and Lemma 
3.1, this implies Letnma 3.3. 
Assume that P E Eim LM - )* Consider the P-computation cocl l 8 l . Let 
T’ be the set of all states of S which oc many times in this 
tion. Since P e L,@(M, :F), we have T’ 0 be the least integer 
at s, E T’ for all n 22 k. Since every sta occurs infinitely many times 
komputation, there is an infinite seq &,ia]I, ken*< 
etter t 
propetly included in T’. 
t cm0 and cm* are final L+(t)). Then by the 
definition of i: tegers n’ and it” such 
that m’< rz’~ nH Ipl st(~,,~ l 9 0 e,-) = T and cm@ = cm* (see Fig. I j. Let 
be the initial subcomputation of P up to the configuration cnj . Denote PI = P(V*), 
P = p@)P(JIp(zI and p 
ckditions (3) and (6; 
= P? Then the words P,, P2, Pz and k4 = P5 = A satisfy the 
time 
ss y the definition 
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LJn = Sf(Ck,, Gld; 
St*(ck, c,, ) if st *(ck, C, ) C T and PZ :> *Wjv 
v. = 
§ If st yck, cn) g T or t2 = mj. 
e now cons.truct a DP’EM MI and make the claim that MI accepts L&. Let 
1 = (S u F u S(S), VI, Vz(d, T, S), fi, so, z&h OS;), 
where 
F={t’fvz .F } (the set of final states), 
S(S)=={&gJ r *qsES, VCS}, 
V~(d,T,S)~={z(i,U,V)IzEV,,O~i~d, UCT, VCS} - - 
and f, is defined for all s,s’ES, z,z’,z”E V’, aE VI U(h), i =O,...,d, UC 2” 
and V, V’ C S as folio-ws: 
I. If f(s, a, z) = (sr, z’z”), then 
[(s’, z’(i, U, V)z”(O,Q), S)) if s’ $!Z T, (a) 
fds, a, z(h [A V)) = 
(s’, z’(i, U, V)z”(O,@, {s’))) if s’E T. (W 
2. If f (s, a, Z) = (s’, z’)., then 
0 a 
fi(s, a, z(i, U, V)) = 
(s’, z’(i, U U {s’}, V U 1s’))) if s’E T, U U {s’:[ # T, (b) 
(s’,z’(i + I,@, VUW))) if s’E T, UlJ{s’}= T, i <d, (c) 
(S’, r ‘(O,@, S)) if s’ E T, U U {s’} = T, i = d. (4 
3. If f(s, k;l, 2) = (s’, A), then 
),A) if VU{s'}g T, 
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5. f*(s, A, z(O, 0, S)) = (s, z (0,0, )) for s E T. 
* Otherwise 
Clearly, is deterministic. Let h : VZ(d, T, S)+ Vz be the homomorpltism 
definedby: h(z(i,U,V))=r foreach zEV& UCT, VCS and i=O,..,, , - - 
. For each P E VT, 
(SOP 20) -$* (S, Qz) = C, if (SO, &(O.% §)]I --&+* (s, Q’z(i, U, V)), (9) 
&~e, using notations of (8), (i) i = r, (ii) U = Un, (iii) V = K and (iv) h (C?‘) = Q. 
rook We use induction on the lengths of the computations. If the length is 0, then 
we have configurations (so, to) and (co, z0(0,8, S)). So i = r = 0, U = U. = 41, V = 
Vo=S and Q=Q’=h. 
Suppose now that (9) holds and that (8) is the unique decomposition of the 
computation in M. Assume first that the rule of M applied in the induction step is of 
the Form f(s, a, t) = (s’, z’z”). Then considering the unique decomposition of 
Pa-computation co l l l C”C~+~ we get that 
(a) if s’ E T, then U,+l = 0, Vn+, = S anld r = 0; and 
(b) if s’E T, then Un+, = 0, Vn+* = {s’} and r = 0. 
So l(a) and l(b) preserve the properties (i)-(iv) and (9) holds for both directions 
after an application of any growing rule. 
If the rule of M applied in the induction step is of the form f(s, 0, z) = (s’, z’), 
then the decompositkxr of Pa-computation co l l l c”c~+~? where mj < yk -t- 1< Urj+l, is 
of the form 
where 
(a) if s’ g T then k; = n -I- 1 and so Un+, = lb, If’,+, = S and r = 0 (corresponding 
to 2(a)), 
(b) if s’f T and Un U{s’}# T, then k’= k, r’= r, k:= ki for E = 
u n+l = ?Yn U {s'} and Vn+l = 
(c) if s'E T, Un U{S’}= 
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Finally assume that the rule of A4 applied in the inducion step is an erasing rule. 
In Pa-coimputation co + l l c&+1 let p ;be the greatest integer such that p < 12 + 1 and 
! cp I= 1 c~+~ ) . Now from the induction hypothesis and the occurrence of the letter 
z”(i, VII W) in the rules l(a) and l(b) iii: follows that if the top IIIGS~ pushdown letter 
after an Grasing rule of &I is z, then the top most letter after the corresponding 
erasing rule fof the form 3(a) or 3(b) is L ;L, U, V), where U = UP and V = VP. After 
this observa4tion we have exa.ctly the same four possibihties as in the preceding case 
except for that instead of a single state: s’ we now have a state set V’. Hence Clai 
4.1 holds also in this case. 
From Claim 4.1 we immediately get that for all P E VT, 
i’@ 
(SO, 20) + (s, Qz) = cmj for some j 2 1 
( sot z0(0,0, S)) -+* (s, Q’r (0,0, S)) + (s, Q’z(O, 0, S)). 
So MI accepts t:. 
Next we shah construct a DBDA which accepts the language L’:-. The construc- 
tion wiH be analogous to that of W. Let cOcl  l 0 be some o-computation in M and 
{c~, 1 j 2 1) be the set of final configuratkiais with respect o L r in this computation. 
Every finite computation co l l l c,, where tii G n < ej+l, possesses the unique 
decomposition of the form 
where hi, 0 5~ i IS r c e, is the least integer such that st(ch,, chi+,) = T for i = 
0 7***9 7 - 1, lChi 1= 1 &,-_I +l for i= I,..., t and St@,, c,) C T. Moreover, let h be 
the least integer such that h 2 *j, ck f cm and 1 ch I == I cn I. 
Corresponding to (IO) we define two subsets UL and Vk of S as follows: 
I ( st* ch, c,) if st*(ch, c,) c 7. and n > fij, v; = 
\ S if st*(ch:, c ) g T or n = fij* 
34, is defined to be the 6-tu;rk 
= (S U F U S(e, S), Vt, ‘rv;:(e, T, S),fi, so, ~$40, S)), 
7 =I (t 1 t E T} (the set of 5nal states), 
efi ned for ah s, s’ 6Z z,.~‘,,“~ &,a’~ v’ U(A), i =0 ,..., e-l, UC T 
C S as %ollows: 
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1. If f(s9 a, z) = (s’, z’z”), then 
(s’, z’(i, U, V)z”(O,ld, S)) if s’ tif T 
f2(s, a, 2 (i, U, V)) = 
(s’, z’(i, U, V)z”(i, U U{s’},{s’})) if S’E T, U U (St) # T 
(s’, z’(i, L; V)z’(i + l$,{s’})) if S’E T, U U{S’) = Ip: i < e - 1, 
@‘,z’(i, U, V)z”(O,fl,S)) if S’CE T, VU{s’}= T, i = e - 1. 
2. If f(s, a, z) = (s’, z’), then 
(s’, z'(O,0, S)) if s’ E T, 
f2(s, a, z (4 f-J, VI) = 
(s’, z’(i, U u {s’}, V U {s’})) if s’E 7’. 
3. If f(s, a, z) = (s’, W ), then 
[(s’(i, S), A) if V U {s’} If T, 
f& a, z (E’, u, V)) = 
(s’(i, V U{s’}), A) if V U {s’} C T. 
(s, z (0,0, S j) if V’ = S, 
f2(s(i, V’), A, z(j, U, V)) =’ (s, z (i, I/ U V’, V U V’)) if V’ c T, i = j, 
(s,z(i-l,UUV’,VUV’)) if V’CT,i=i+l~l. 
5. f2($ A, z (0,0, S)) = (s, z (0,0, S)) for all s E T. 
Otherwise f2 is undefined. 
Define the homomorphism h : VZ(e, T, S)+ VZ by: h (z(i, U, V)) = z for all 
zEVz, UCT, VCS andi=O ,..., e-l. 
.2. For each F E Vf, 
( so, 30 ) -A* (s, Qz) = C” M ifl (so, zo(O, 8, S)) ** (s, 
where i = r, U = U.:, V=V:,andh( 
The proof of Claim 4.2 is quite analogous to that o 
To show that LM is a CF-language we intro 
, b, f, so, zo) and 
1 is a simulation of 
ace, 
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hl: ~~4 s and gl: vk4 Vz such that for ali s E S, 8: E VI U (A} and z E Vi, if 
fl(s, Q, z) = (s’, Q), then either 
(i) f(W), a, gdz)) = (h(s’), gGU) 0~ 
0 ii u = A and hk) = h&‘), g&) = g&2). 
Let MZ = (&, VI, vg, f2, s& 2;) be another simulation of M and let hz and g2 be 
the corresponding letter-to-letter homomorphisms. The p~.&uct MI x EM, of MI and 
M2 is defined as follows: 
M, x .M?2 = (S, x s2, VI, v;x v”,, fi, (SA!, d),(z:*, z$), 
where for all a E VI U {A}, 
(a) fx((sl, s2), A, (z.,, tZ)) = ((4, sJ: (z L 22)) if f&l, A, 21) = (sL z i), h,(s,) = h,(s:) 
and gl(+ = g&z :‘I; 
(b) fx ((~1, s2), A, (21, t2jj = ((si, slj. (2 1, z :)) if (a) is not possible and fZ(st, A, r2) = 
(s:J;), h&t)= h,(s;)t g2(22)= gz(d); 
(c) fx ((st, s2), a, (tr, z2)) ==T. ((s’l, si), (z I, zl;l)(z& 29) l l l l(z b, 22)) if neither (a) nor 
(b) is possible and h,(s,) = h&), gl(zl) = g2(z2), fl(sl, Q, zl) = (si, z 1~: l l l 2;) and 
fi(s2., a, z2) = (si, 2:‘~‘: l e l z’_:) for some k 2 0. Otherwise fx is undefined 
Note that (c) is tie11 defined, because Y1 and M2 are simulations of M. Ckarly, 
A4* x MI is a loop-free DPDA and also a simulation of M. 
Let F, = (F1 x S,) U (S1 x. F,), where .Fr and F, are the sets of fimal states of Ad 
and M2, respectively. Then clearly 
L(MI X .[v2, Fx) = L(Ml, F1) u L(bf2, F2), 
Since M, x M2 is a simulation of A4, the definition of the product cari be generalized 
for any finite number of DPDA’s and the language accepted by the product DPDA 
is the union of the languages accepted by the component DPDA’s. 
Now the DPDA’s MI and .M2 defined in this section are both simulations of M. In 
fact, if the homomorphisms hi, gi for i = 1,2 are defined so that all states of the form 
s, 3, s(V)) and s(i, V’) are mapped to s and all pushdown letfrers of the form 
z(i, U, V) to z, then the rules 1, 2 and 3 in both cases satis’t’y the condition 
(i) in the definition of simulation and rules 4 and 5 satisfy the condition (ii). So 
e proof of Theorem 2.5. 
ccessible modes i5i defi 
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It is well known that the set Acm can be effectively found. Assume now that 
L = Lwf(M, 91, where 9 c 2’ and L @ Pi. Then, by the proof of Lemma 3.3, for 
some T E 9 and T’ tf 9, at least on: of the following three conditions hold. 
1. There exist Is*, z,), (sz, z2) E Acm, Q1, Q2 E Vg and computations 
XX~ that st(C,) U st(Cz) = T and st(C2) = T. This corresponds to case I in the proof 
C’ emma 3.3. 
2. There exist (sl, z J, (sz, z2) E Acm, c),, Qz, Q3 E V% 1 CR2 I> 1 QI 1, and a com- 
putation 
such that St(C) = T’ and st((s,, QIz2) t (s2, Q,z,)) = T. (Case II(a) in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3.) 
3. There exist (si, Zi) E Acm for i = l,%, 3, Q,, Q3 E Vz, Qr E Vl and computa- 
tions 
s ich that UL st(C) = T’ and st(Cz) = T. (case II(b) in the proof of Lemma 3.3.) 
Simulating M by a nondeterministic pushdown automaton the conditions 1, 2 
and 3 can be tested for each T E 9 and T’ e 9 such that T C T’. So it is decidable 
whether a given E .P$ is in Pt. 
nd Gold [5] have also been consi 
“, of 9% Since L E !Y”, (= 
cidable whether a given L E P:‘,, 
condition (iv) in Theorem 2.6. 
98 M+ Linna 
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